@COP17 in Durban: NO REDD+ TEACH-IN

by IEN and CTW
Thursday, 01 December 2011

Friday, 2 December 14:00 to 17:00 at the Chemistry Building: CC1 (room size 309)
University of KwaZulu-Natal - King George V Avenue, Glenwood, Durban

"Africa says NO to a new form of colonialism!"

The purpose of this Teach-In is to share the truth about Reducing Emissions Deforestation and Forest Degradation with grassroots and community-based groups and facilitators.

Will be organized using participatory workshops using popular education dynamics, multimedia and games.

---

Your Land, Climate and Community Threatened
by UN & World Bank Forest Offset Scheme:

---

NO REDD+ TEACH-IN

Workshops:

What is REDD?
Crack the REDD code: The true meaning of REDD's deceptive terms revealed

---

Why is there REDD?
REDD & Carbon Trading Polluters' forest carbon offset scam explained
Who is involved in REDD?
REDD+ Players

Who profits and who pays
Impacts of REDD-type projects in Africa - Land grabs, plantations, forced evictions of thousands of people - Don't let it happen to your community!

How to fight REDD?
REDD and Resistance

Voices of resistance from the NO REDD Frontlines
- Stories and Short Films

University of KwaZulu-Natal, King George V Avenue, Glenwood, Durban
Friday, 2 December 14:00 to 17:00 at the CHEMISTRY BUILDING: CC1 (room size 309)

No REDD Action Training-Art Brigade 19:00 to 22:00 (location to be announced)

Sponsored by: Carbon Trade Watch and Indigenous Environmental Network

Contact: Tom Goldtooth, Local mobile: 0713413622; Email: ien@igc.org
Kandi Mossett, Local Mobile: 0722845454; Email: mhawea@gmail.com